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GRAVITY LOCK MECHANISM 
X.PAD STOFFA comes with a one-hand operation mechanism which ensures 
your driving safety. Simply slide your device into X.PAD STOFFA and it will grab 
the device securely. Pull the device out with one hand and charging stop at the 
same time

CHARGING WHILE DRIVING + NO WIRES  
If your work involves a lot of driving with frequent stops and navigation on your 
cell phone, you're going to love this. Once your phone is placed on the holder, 
it automatically begins to charge. No more messing with cables and worn out 
charging ports

SMART CHIP 
Built-in IC chip intelligently detects the current needed, and optimize charging 
with voltage protection, temperature control, and more advanced safety 
protection

Qi CERTIFIED
10W fast Qi car charger holder makes charging 1.5 times faster than standard 
chargers, which can save you up to 60 minutes for all fast-charge enabled 
devices

COMPREHENSIVE COMPATIBILITY 
Compatible with all Qi-enabled devices including XS Max, XS, XR and the latest 
Galaxy S10+, S10 and S10e, Note10, Note9

FAST & EFFICIECNT CHARGING
High efficiency charging, support fast charging mode for both Samsung (10W) 
and Apple (7.5W) phone. Charge from 0% to 100%  within 3.5 hours

X.PAD STOFFA
10W Wireless Car Charger Works with
Gravity Mechanism Covered with Textured Fabric

WIRELESS POWER

CONSORTIUM

Input:   9V/1.67A

Output (Max): 10W and 7.5W for Apple Devices

Operating Temperature: -10 to 60 degrees

Charging Efficiency: 60% to 75%

Charging Distance: 0.5-6.0 mm

Dimension: 115*96*52.5mm

Package Content:  X.PAD STOFFA, Air Vent Mount x 1,
 microUSB Cable x 1

58803 (Light Grey) / 58804 (Dark Grey)



COMPREHENSIVE COMPATIBILITY
Compatible with all Qi-enabled devices including XS Max, XS, XR and the latest 
Galaxy S10+, S10 and S10e, Note10, Note9

 FAST & EFFICIECNT CHARGING
High efficiency charging, support fast charging mode for both Samsung (10W) 
and Apple (7.5W) phone. Charge from 0% to 100%  within 3.5 hours

 VERSATILE VIEWING ANGLE
Charge vertically or horizontally for ideal use with Face ID, reading messages, 
browsing social media, or watching videos.

 SMART LED INDICATOR
Intelligent LED indicator shows the status of charging. White LED is on when the 
charging stand is connected to power and ready. The light turns to green when 
charging is ongoing

STANDING DESIGN
Dual-Coil Design allows wireless charging in portrait or landscape mode. X.PAD 
CASA is designed with a 65 degree tilt that allows for viewing content or 
notifications while charging wirelessly

 UNIQUE DESIGN
The premium textured fabric design not only feels good to the touch but adds a 
clean, modern look to your home or office. X.PAD CASA touches your device 
in a gentle way, also offers a distinguishable and natural looks which blends with 
your house interior. The stainless steel stands are removable, which makes it 
even more flexible and easy for storage

 CASE ON
X.PAD CASA works with devices with protective case on so you don’t need to 
remove the case to get your device charged

X.PAD CASA
15W Wireless Charging Stand 
Covered with Textured Fabric

Input:   9V/1.67A

Output (Max): 10W and 7.5W for Apple Devices

Operating Temperature: -10 to 60 degrees

Charging Efficiency: 60% to 75%

Charging Distance: 0.5-6.0 mm

Dimension: 140*76*60mm

Package Content:  X.PAD CASA,
 microUSB Cable x 1

WIRELESS POWER

CONSORTIUM

59355 (Light Grey) / 59375 (Dark Grey)



WORLD'S MOST COMPACT AND POWERFUL
X.PAD SILICA-DUO is the slimmest 15W + 10W Dual Wireless Charger you 
could find on the market. It is only 4mm thin, currently able to deliver the highest 
standard on power efficiency. X.PAD SILICA-DUO is able to empower two 
devices simultaneously.

PREMIUM BUILD
The X.PAD SILICA-DUO are made of 2.5D Glass and Aluminum with CNC 
finishing which offer the products a premium appearance and outstanding 
performance on heat dissipation and durability.

USB-C CHARGING INTERFACE
X.PAD SILICA-DUO is configured with reversible USB-C charging interface, 
which is able to pass through higher current, ensures faster and more stable 
charging efficiency.

DROP & CHARGE
X.PAD SILICA-DUO provides up to 15W + 10W fast charging, also backward compatible with 10W and 5W charging for other Qi 
enabled devices. This product supports 7.5W output as well, which derives highest power efficiency for iPhones.

ADVANCED NON-SLIP DESIGN
It comes with a unique non-slip icon on the surface and a non-slip circle on the bottom that ensure your device won’t get knocked 
off easily, also the charger stays securely on the surface.

FOREIGN OBJECT DETECTION EQUIPPED
X.PAD SILICA-DUO comes with the smart IC which detects the presence of foreign metal objects items, and prevents the metal 
from absorbing energy and getting hot. This ensures safe and reliable operation when working in the presence of conductive foreign 
objects. X.PAD SILICA-DUO stops delivering power in a fault condition, or in the case of a detected foreign object.

X.PAD SILICA-DUO
Dual 15W+10W Qi-Certi�ed Wireless Charger

WIRELESS POWER

CONSORTIUM

iPhone XS / XS Max / XR / X / 8+ / 8

S10 / S10+ / S10e / Note 9 / S9 / S9+

5W fast charge for Others

Dual Charging Coils
Support charging two devices at the same time.

X.PAD SILICA-DUO

Input : 9V/12VDC

Output (Max) : 15W and 7.5W for Apple Devices +
 10W and 7.5W for Apple Devices

Operating temperature : -10 to 60 degrees

Charging efficiency : 60% to 75%

Charging distance : 0.5-8.0 mm

Dimension : 180mm*75mm*4mm

Package Content : X.PAD SILICA-DUO x 1,
 High-Speed USB-C Cable x 1

USB-C



WORLD'S MOST COMPACT AND POWERFUL
The X.PAD SILICA-R / SILICA-S are the slimmest 15W Wireless Charger you 
could find on the market. It is only 4mm thin, currently able to deliver the highest 
standard on power efficiency.

PREMIUM BUILD
The X.PAD SILICA-R / SILICA-S are made of 2.5D Glass and Aluminum with 
CNC finishing which offer the products a premium appearance and outstanding 
performance on heat dissipation and durability.

USB-C CHARGING INTERFACE
X.PAD SILICA-R / SILICA-S is configured with reversible USB-C charging 
interface, which is able to pass through higher current, ensures faster and more 
stable charging efficiency.

DROP & CHARGE
The X.PAD SILICA-R / SILICA-S provides up to 15W fast charging, also 
backward compatible with 10W and 5W charging for other Qi enabled devices. 
This product supports 7.5W output as well, which derives highest power 
efficiency for iPhones.

ADVANCED NON-SLIP DESIGN
It comes with a unique non-slip icon on the surface and a non-slip circle on the 
bottom that ensure your device won’t get knocked off easily, also the charger 
stays securely on the surface.

FOREIGN OBJECT DETECTION EQUIPPED
The X.PAD SILICA-R / SILICA-S comes with the smart IC which detects the 
presence of foreign metal objects items, and prevents the metal from absorbing 
energy and getting hot. This ensure safe and reliable operation when working in 
the presence of conductive foreign objects. The X.PAD SILICA-R / SILICA-S 
stops delivering power in a fault condition, or in the case of a detected foreign 
object.

X.PAD SILICA-R / SILICA-S
15W Qi-Certi�ed Wireless Charger

X.PAD SILICA-R

Input : 9V/12VDC

Output (Max) : 15W and 7.5W for Apple Devices

Operating temperature : -10 to 60 degrees

Charging efficiency : 60% to 75%

Charging distance : 0.5-6.0 mm

Dimension : 100mm*100mm*4mm

Package Content : X.PAD SILICA-R x 1, High-Speed USB-C Cable x 1

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

X.PAD SILICA-S

Input : 9V/12VDC

Output (Max) : 15W and 7.5W for Apple Devices

Operating temperature : -10 to 60 degrees

Charging efficiency : 60% to 75%

Charging distance : 0.5-6.0 mm

Dimension : 90mm*90mm*4mm

Package Content : X.PAD SILICA-S x 1, High-Speed USB-C Cable x 1

X.PAD SILICA-R

X.PAD SILICA-S

WIRELESS POWER

CONSORTIUM

USB-C

USB-C

SILICA-DUO : 59150 (Space Grey) / 59250 (White) / 59257 (Red) / 59258 (Gold)
SILICA-R : 59152 (Space Grey) / 59252 (White) / 59253 (Red) / 59254 (Gold)
SILICA-S :  59151 (Space Grey) / 59251 (White) / 59255 (Red) / 59256 (Gold)



Input: 9V/12VDC

Output (Max): 15W, 10W, 7.5W for iPhone, & 5W

Dimension: 85*85*15mm

Charging Distance: less than 8mm 

Efficiency: ≥73%

Package Content: X.PAD 15W NEON,
 microUSB Cable

X.PAD 15W NEON
15W Fast Charge Wireless Charging Pad

WIRELESS POWER

CONSORTIUM

DROP & CHARGE
X.PAD 15W NEON Qi wireless charger provides up to 15W fast charging, 
backward compatible with 10W and 5W charging for other Qi enabled devices. 
This product supports 7.5W output as well, which derives highest power 
efficiency for iPhones.

ULTIMATE SPEED
X.PAD 15W NEON delivers 15W of power to provide 3X faster charging than 
other wireless chargers.

ADVANCED NON-SLIP DESIGN
It comes with a non-slip circle on the surface that ensure your device won’t get 
knocked off easily. Also, the nonslip coating on top adds security against 
possible drops if you don't quite toss your mobile at the right place.

 HIGH CHARGING EFFICIENCY
Latest smart control chip ensures a high conversion rate of 73%. X.PAD 15W 
NEON will juice up your device from zero to full in less than 2 hours, with power 
delivers to your mobile smoothly and quickly

ROTATABLE STRUCTURE
X.PAD 15W NEON comes in a round and rotatable structure which allows you 
to place your device 360-degree during charging.

 ULTRA SLIM DESIGN
X.PAD 15W NEON generates 50% less heat, cooler and more efficient 
charging with its specially designed heat dissipation feature. One of the slimmest 
15W Qi-enabled wireless inductive charger available on the market, also a 
Fashion Ornament of the future style to your desk / room / office / school / night 
stand. Synthetic exterior and smooth interior for protection.

 FOREIGN OBJECT DETECTION EQUIPPED
X.PAD 15W NEON  comes with the smart IC which detects the presence of 
foreign metal objects items, and prevents the metal from absorbing energy and 
getting hot. This ensures safe and reliable operation when working in the 
presence of conductive foreign objects. X.PAD 15W NEON  stops delivering 
power in a fault condition, or in the case of a detected foreign object.

58987 (Black, with Blue LED for Charging Status)



Input:   9V/12VDC

Output (Max): 15W and 7.5W for Apple Devices

Operating Temperature: -10 to 60 degrees

Charging Efficiency: 60% to 75%

Charging Distance: 0.5-6.0 mm

Dimension: 90*90*8mm

Package Content:  X.PAD HUB, High-Speed USB-C Cable

X.PAD HUB
15W Wireless Charging Hub with Dual-USB Ports

WIRELESS POWER

CONSORTIUM

DUAL-USB PORTS
You are able to wirelessly charge one device and simultaneously charge two 
others wiredly with the Dual-USB Ports.

DROP & CHARGE
X.PAD HUB provides up to 15W fast charging, backward compatible with 10W 
and 5W charging for other Qi enabled devices. This product supports 7.5W 
output as well, which derives highest power efficiency for iPhones.

LED STATUS INDICATOR
Check the easy-to-read status light to know your phone is charging properly. 
Blue light will display when the device is charging and a red light will display when 
the device is not charging or the phone is incompatible.

ADVANCED NON-SLIP DESIGN
It comes with a unique non-slip circle both on the surface and on the bottom to 
ensure your device won’t get knocked off easily, also the charger stays securely 
on where you want it.

HEAT DISSIPATION DESIGN
X.PAD HUB prevents the product from overheating with its heat dissipation 
channels on the bottom cover.

USB-C CHARGING INTERFACE
X.PAD HUB configured with USB C charging interface, which is able to pass 
through higher current, ensures faster and more stable charging efficiency.

FOREIGN OBJECT DETECTION EQUIPPED
X.PAD HUBS comes with the smart IC which detects the presence of foreign 
metal objects items, and prevents the metal from absorbing energy and getting 
hot. This ensures safe and reliable operation when working in the presence of 
conductive foreign objects. X.PAD HUB stops delivering power in a fault 
condition, or in the case of a detected foreign object.

58922 (Black) / 58923 (White)



DROP & CHARGE
X.PAD MARBLE wireless charger provides up to 10W fast charging, backward 
compatible with 10W and 5W charging for other Qi enabled devices. This 
product supports 7.5W output as well, which derives highest power efficiency 
for iPhones.

EXQUISITE PATTERNED DESIGN
X.PAD MARBLE comes with a series of patterns you could choose to fit with 
your work desk, coffee table or anywhere you would like it to sit on. It blends with 
surroundings as a optimal decor for the home or office.

HIGH CHARGING EFFICIENCY
Latest smart control chip ensures a high conversion rate of 73%. X.PAD 
MARBLE will juice up your device from zero to full in less than 2 hours.

ROTATABLE STRUCTURE
X.PAD MARBLE comes in a round and rotatable structure which allows you to 
place your device 360-degree during charging.

ULTRA-SLIM DESIGN
X.PAD MARBLE generates 50% less heat, cooler and more efficient charging 
with its specially designed heat dissipation feature. With thickness measurement 
of only 4mm, X.PAD MARBLE is extremely compatible to be brought anywhere 
with your phone. 

FOREIGN OBJECT DETECTION EQUIPPED
X.PAD MARBLE comes with the smart IC which detects the presence of 
foreign metal objects items, and prevents the metal from absorbing energy and 
getting hot. This ensures safe and reliable operation when working in the 
presence of conductive foreign objects. X.PAD MARBLE stops delivering 
power in a fault condition, or in the case of a detected foreign object.

X.PAD MARBLE
10W Fast Charge Wireless Charging Pad

Fast Charger Input:    5V/ 2A

Standard Wireless Charger Input: 9V 1.67A

Output (Max):  10W, 7.5W for iPhone, 5W

Dimension:  100*100*5mm

Charging Distance:  less than 8mm 

Efficiency:  ≥73%

Package Content:  X.PAD MARBLE, microUSB Cable 

59351 (Graphite Pattern) / 59352 (Marble Pattern) /
59353 (Carbon Fiber Pattern) / 59354 (Rosewood Pattern)



Input: 5V/2A

Output: Max 5W

Dimension: 100*100*8mm

Charging Distance: less than 8mm 

Efficiency: ≥73%

Package Content: X.PAD 10W AMBIENCE, microUSB Cable

X.PAD 10W AMBIENCE
5W Fast Charge Wireless Charger

WIRELESS POWER

CONSORTIUM

CABLE-FREE AND FAST CHARGING
No More Tangling with Wires or Cable to Charge Your Device. X.PAD 
AMBIENCE Offers up to 1.5 Times Faster than Conventional Wireless Chargers 
to Save Your Precious Time and Energy. Charging Starts at the Moment You 
Place the Device on the Charger and it Saves up to 60mins to Help Your Device 
to be Fully Charged.

PROLONG LIFE-SPAN OF CHARGING PORT
Easy Access When You Get a Call or Message when Your Device is Juicing Up. 
Say Goodbye to Plugging and Unplugging to Lengthen Life-Span of the 
Charging Port, also Save Worries for Misusing of Non-Qualified Cables Which 
Would Cause Damage to the device.

CHARGE WITH STYLE
With its Special Round-Shape Design, You Could Place the Device at any Angle. 
You Can Watch Movies, Play Games, Surf the Internet While Charging.

IMPROVED USER EXPERIENCE
It Comes with Warm Blue LED Indicators During Charging While the Indicators 
will Automatically Turn Off 10 Seconds When Your Device is Fully Charged. The 
Charger Serves Quietly without Annoying Beeping Sounds or Flashing Lights 
Which Spoil Your Sleeping Quality.

CROSSROAD OF ELEGANCE AND PERFORMANCE
X.PAD AMBIENCE is Made with Premium Plastic Materials Which Makes it 
Strongly Resistant to Scratches. Its Compact and Slim Profile Make it a Perfect 
Companion During Commuting, Travel and Anywhere You Go.

RELIABLE SAFETY DESIGN
User Safety is our Biggest Concern when it Comes to Product Development. 
This Wireless Charger is Built-In with an Overall Multi-Protection Features to 
Ensure User Safety. It Also Features a Anti-Slip Design which Lets your Device 
Sit Securely and it Stays Firmly on Flat Surface.

UNIVERSAL COMPATIBILITY
This Wireless Charger Works With all Devices which is Enabled with Wireless 
Charging Feature.

VALUE PACK
Wireless Charger Comes with One microUSB Cable for Power Input.

58981 (Black) / 58982 (White)



X.POWER SNAP & GO
Wireless Charger & Power Bank
(6000mAh & 10000mAh)

 2 IN 1 DESIGN
Reinvented charging technology which combines a Qi wireless 
charger and portable power bank. Built-in 6000mA or 10000mA 
Li-Polymer battery makes it a perfect battery pack for everyday use.

 

LATEST Qi-CHARGING TECHNOLOGY
The SNAP-ON charging compatible Wireless Charging Pad is made 
for all Qi-Enabled smartphones, including the new Apple iPhone XS 
Max / XS / XR / X / 8 Plus / 8, Samsung Galaxy Note 9, S9+ / S9, 
Note 8 / S8+ / S8.

 

WORLD’S HIGHEST CHARGING EFFICIENCY
Delivers up to 5V / 2.1A power output to empower your devices in blazing speed. Equipped with built-in intelligent detector and 
Eco-friendly resister to prevent the devices from over charge, short circuit, over heating while preserving the battery life of the media 
devices, maximizing the charging output / efficiency and minimizing energy consumption when idle.

NO COMPROMISE ON DESIGN
The compact, slim, and Stylish outlook keeps the charging area or 
desktop well organized and cable-chaos-free. Deemed LED indicator 
with no beeping alert to adapt to overnight charging environment.

The bottom case is made by anodized tarnish black aluminum Alloy with 
sand-blasting finishing bottom case while the upper case is made with 
high-glossy painted finishing. The premium finished surface and 
Anti-Slip grip padding make it scratch-resistant and ensures stability.

 

WIRELESS AND WIRED CHARGING 
SIMULTANEOUSLY
Comes with a microUSB / USB-C Cable which Enables You to charge 
Two Devices at the Same Time, Wired and Wirelessly.

 

World's First Portable High-Speed Wireless Charger
for iPhone XS / XR / 8 Plus & 8

WIRELESS POWER

CONSORTIUM

Colour Options

Black Silver
INTELLIGENT

SAFETY PROTECTION

10000
mAh

6000
mAh

+
Charger 

& 
Powerbank

MICRODIA is an ISO 14001
and ISO 9001 certified company.

MICRODIA endeavour to ensure that the information on this packing is correct and fairly stated, but does not accept liability for any 
error or omission. The development of MICRODIA products and services are continuous and published information may not be 
up-to-date. It is important to check the current position with MICRODIA. MICRODIA, X.PAD and X.POWER are registered trademarks 
of MICRODIA Ltd. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. Design and specifications are subject to change 
without notice. All pictures shown are for illustration purpose only, actual products may differ.
ⓒ2019 MICRODIA Corp. Ltd.  All rights reserved.

MICRODIA Corp. MICRODIA Ltd. MICRODIA G.C. (Shanghai) Ltd.
The Concourse, Technology Drive, 3/F., Bldg 12W, 12 Science Park W. Ave., 15/F., Shartex Plaza, 88 Zunyi S. Rd.,
San Jose, California, HK Science Park, Shatin, Changning, Shanghai,
U.S.A. HONG KONG CHINA

ANOTHER INNOVATIVE PRODUCT OF MICRODIA


